Work Big IN32 & IN34

Work Big IN32 & IN34
Bold performance. Modest price.
The new InFocus Work Big IN32 and IN34 are
designed to help you get your ideas across as

Now you’re connected.
Say hello to the end of hook-up hassles. Multiple

clearly as possible. With great connectivity

inputs on the IN32 or IN34 provide seamless

options and an ultra-reliable platform, you’ll

integration into your existing IT infrastructure.

rest easy the next time you’re asked to flex your

With an RS232 connection, multiple computer

presentation muscle. These innovative projectors

inputs, S-Video and more, you’ll be confident

provide the power you need, and thanks to the

that your meeting room will be compatible with

reliability of DLP® technology, you’ll be worry-

your projector. And if you’re frustrated with

free. Once you see how easy these projectors are

jumbled cables, you’ll be happy to know that the

to use, you’ll never want to present without one.

IN32 or IN34 comes with tie wraps to ensure easy

With the IN32 or IN34 in your office you’ll give

stowaway of both the power and data cable.

your ideas the biggest, brightest and clearest
platform possible.

Conquer the conference room.

Make it easy on yourself.
With a quick, simple set up and an intuitive
user interface, the IN32 or IN34 allows anyone

The IN32 or IN34 looks and acts like a high-end

to give an impressive presentation. Exceptional

projector, but comes at a very affordable price.

brightness provided by the 2,000 plus max ANSI

It’s the perfect way to make your presentations

lumens, paired with the latest DLP® display

shine without breaking the bank. The compact

chipset, provide awe-inspiring images. Instant

design enables easy installation and makes it a

feedback from the intuitive LED panel facilitates

snap to move from meeting to meeting.

easy troubleshooting while the low operating
volume lets the projection speak for itself.

The sleek, compact design
makes this projector as
versatile as you are.

Form meets function.
Not only does the image quality impress, but also
the projector itself. The IN32 or IN34 features a sleek,
industrial design that’s as clean, cool and crisp as the
images it portrays.

Heavy on features, low on hassle.
Serial interface, computer and A/V inputs make IT
integration easy.
The latest DLP® display chipset provides the most
reliable images imaginable.
Sleek, compact design provides maximum mobility.
2000 (IN32) and 2500 (IN34) max ANSI lumens offer
Multiple inputs allow for
easy IT network integration,
and the LED panel provides
instant user feedback.

exceptional brightness and excellent image quality.
Quiet operating volume of <32dBA lets the
presentation do the talking.
Instant feedback LED interface takes the trouble out
of troubleshooting.
Audible cues let the user know when the projector is
starting up, powering down or in need of service.

Enduring Quality

Optional Accessories

If you’re happy, InFocus is happy. That’s why
every InFocus projector comes with a standard
one-year limited factory warranty (including
parts and labor) and a six-month lampreplacement warranty.

Ceiling Mount
Projection Screens
Performance Cables for Digital and HDTV
Cable Adapters
Advanced Remote Controllers

For service program details in your region, please

For more information about the IN32, IN34, or
any InFocus business or home projector, optional
accessories or service programs please visit:
www.infocus.com

visit: www.infocus.com/service

INFOCUS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS*
		
Native Resolution		

XGA 1024 x 768

Display Technology		

DLP® by Texas Instruments™: 0.7" XGA DDR DMD

Input Sources		
		

2 Computer (DVI-M1 and VESA); 2 Video (S-Video 4-pin mini DIN and Composite RCA;
1 Audio (stereo RCA); 1 Serial Interface (RJ45)

Output Sources		

Monitor Out (VESA); Stereo Audio (3.5 mm)

Computer Compatibility

VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA, SXGA+, Macintosh®

Video Compatibility		

SDTV (NTSC, PAL, SECAM, 480i, 576i), ED/HDTV (480p, 576p, 720p, 1080i)

Brightness

2000 max ANSI lumens
2500 max ANSI lumens

IN32
IN34

Contrast Ratio		

1000:1

Number of Colors		

16.7 million

Projection Distance		

1.5 to 10 meters

Brightness Uniformity		

-30%

H-Synch Range		

15.625 - 85 kHz

V-Synch Range		

48 - 85 Hz

Dot Clock		

13.5 MHz to 140 MHz

Digital Keystone Correction

+30/-25 degrees vertical correction; video/data

Projection Lens		

Zoom lens with manual focus and manual zoom adjustment

Zoom Ratio		

1.2:1

Throw Ratio (distance/image width) 1.83:1 - 2.27:1
Minimum Projection Distance

1.5 meters

Image Offset Ratio %		

115%

Aspect Ratio		

4:3 (native) and 16:9

Image Size (diagonal)		

32" (82.5 cm) to greater than 264" (670 cm)

Projection Methods		

Front, ceiling, rear, rear ceiling

Audio		

3.0 Watt

Control		

Projector keypad, IR remote control, USB via M1-D/A, RS232 serial via RJ45

Lamp		

200W SHP / 2000 hour user replaceable

Product Dimensions		

2.93 in H x 10.36 in W x 8.57 in L

Product Weight		

5.2 lbs

Product Color		

Black with Silver

Shipping Weight		

16 lbs

Shipping Dimensions		

8 in H x 20 in L x 15 in W

Power Consumption		

260W

Power Supply		

90 - 265 VAC at 50/60 Hz

Operating Temperature

10 - 35˚C at sea level to 7500' (2286m), 50 - 95˚F

Ships with		
		

Computer cable (with tie wrap), power cable (with tie wrap), carry case, lens cap,
remote control, user guide, detailed reference guide, CD

Menu Languages		

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Swedish, Portuguese, Russian, Chinese (simplified)

Audible Noise		

35dbA in Low Power Mode

Approvals		
		

UL and c-UL (US/Canada), FCC-A (US/Canada), CE (CE member countries), GOST (Russia),
TUV GS (Germany), CCC (China), IRAM (Argentina), NOM (Mexico), C-Tick (Australia)

* All specifications subject to change
** Some resolutions may require Component/Vesa adapter
*** Resolution support may be product specific
**** Actual lamp life may vary based on the ambient environment. Conditions that may affect
		 lamp life include temperature, altitude, and rapidly switching the projector on and off.
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